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Introduction

It is known that a simply connected compact kahlerian homogeneous space
admits the standard analytic cell decomposition, in which each cell is called a
generalized Schubert cell and determines a generalized Schubert cycle (BorelKostant cf. [4]). The set of these cycles forms a homology basis of the space and
corresponds bijectively to a canonically-defined subset of the Weyl group of the
transformation group of the space. The purpose of this paper is to express the
Poincare duality of the space by means of elements of the Weyl group.
In more detail, let X be a simply connected compact kahlerian homogeneous
space. According to Wang, we call X a kahlerian C-space and we may identify
X with the coset space GjU where G is a complex semi-simple Lie group and U
is a parabolic subgroup of G. Take a Bore! subgroup B in U and let M be the
commutator subgroup of B, so that M is a maximal unipotent subgroup of G.
Let W be the Weyl group of G, W1 be the Weyl group of the reductive part of £7,
and consider W1 as a subgroup of W. Then the M-orbit decomposition of X
gives an analytic cell decomposition, which is parametrized by the right coset
space W\W. Namely we have
X =

U

Vr&

(disjoint sum)

where (s) denotes the class to wτhich the element s^W belongs, and FCj> is an
M-orbit (a generalized Schubert cell) marked with (s). On the other hand, there
exists an involutive element K of the Weyl group W> which is uniquely determined in a canonical way from the fixed Borel subgroup B in U (cf. §1). Then
we see dim c VCs>+άxπie ViSli) = d i m c X.
Theorem I. The notation being as above, the correspondence of the generalized Schubert cycles F ( 5 ) \Λ/W F C s / c ) gives the Poincare duality of a kahlerian
C-space X. Precisely speaking, we have the intersection numbers; VCs^ VCs^=ί
and F ( 4 ? ) F α ) — 0 for any cycles F ( ί ) φ F ( J f / t ) such that dim c F ( 5 ) + d i m c F ( ί ) =
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d i m c X . Here F C s ) denotes the cycle carried by the analytic subvariety of
closure of the cell VCs>

the

The above result was conjectured by Takeuchi [5], who gave a proof in the
case that the kahlerian C-space X is a hermitian symmetric space. Further we
refer to Ehresmann's thesis [1], where the fact was found out for classical hermitian symmetric spaces; i.e. complex Grassmann manifolds, complex quadrics and
other two types. Hence Theorem I generalizes the results of EhresmannTakeuchi's. Our proof is based on the idea "dual" cells for Schubert cells
introduced by Takeuchi [5]. However our method does not depend on the
Borel-Weil imbedding nor the theory of reflection groups as used in [5]. We
shall also prove an analogue to the Theorem I for some kind of real algebraic
homogeneous spaces called Tits' real jR-spaces (Theorem II), and this result also
generalizes Ehresmann [2] and Takeuchi [5].
The author would like to thank Professor T. Nagano, Professor M. Ise and
Mr. T. Ochiai for their encouragements and helpful suggestions during the
preparation of this paper.
1. Preliminaries
Let X be a kahlerian C-space. Put X=G/U as a homogenous space where
G is a connected complex semi-simple Lie group and U is a parabolic subgroup in
G. Henceforth, when a Roman capital letter denotes a Lie group, the corresponding German small letter shall denote the corresponding Lie algebra. Let
B be a Borel subgroup in U. We can choose a Cartan subalgebra f) of g
contained in b. Let Δ be the root system of g with respect to f), and let

be the root space decomposition of g, gΛ being the eigenspace belonging to a root
. There exists then a lexicographical order in Δ such that
*6Δ

where Δ + (resp. Δ_) denotes the set of all positive (resp. negative) roots. As for
UZ)b, there exists a subset Δί in Δ+ such that

Now put

Then gx is a reductive Lie subalgebra of u.

Let W(rtsp. WJ be the Weyl group
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of g (resp. gj. Then Wx may be regarded as a subgroup of W. We know that
there exists the unipue involutive element κ^W such that /cΔ+—Δ_. Put
Φ s =ίΔ_ΠΔ+ for s^W.
When we put — • = { — α | α e Π } and s[J = {sa\a
^•} for a subset Q d Δ and s^W, we clearly have ΦSfC—sΔ+(Ί Δ + , Δ + =
Φ* U ΦSκ (disjoint sum) and φs-i = —s~1Φs. For an element ίG W, the index of
s is defined by n(s)= \ΦS\, | | denoting the cardinal number of the set. Note
that Λ(J" 1 )=W(J) for j e W. Next put Ψ = Δ + — Δ i and define the subset W1 of
07 as ^ ^ { s E Ξ H η Φ . c Ψ } . Then the map W^W'^s,
t) ^^> st^W is
bijective, that is, the subset W1 is a representative system of the right coset space
W\W (Kostant [3]). If ίG W19 s preserves Ψ and A\ U —A\ and ί ( Δ i ) = Δ i if
and only if s is the unit element. It follows that n(s)^n(t) for s^W1 and for
any t€Ξ Wxsy where n(s)=n(t) holds only if s—t.
Next put m = Σ gΛ, and let M be the Lie subgroup of G corresponding to
*GΔ±

m. Then m is a maximal nilpotent subalgebra of g. Let NG(H) be the normalizer in G of the fixed Cartan subgroup H, and identify the Weyl group W
with the factor group NG{H)jH. Then the double coset MsU depends only
on the class of s^NG(H) modulo H since HczUf] NG(H). According to Kostant
[4, §6], we have then the generalized Bruhat decomposition G— U Ms^U, and
Ms~1U=Mt~1U
G = U Ms'1!].

if and only if s^Wλt.
Therefore we have a disjoint union
For the homogeneous space X=GjU, this amounts to X==

U Ms~x o (disjoint union), where o is the origin {£/} of X.

Put Vs=Ms~1 o)

the M-orbit of a point ί^ o G l for self 7 , so that Λ'= U Vs.

Furthermore

s&W1

let mί, xn~ be the nilpotent Lie subalgebras defined by mj"= Σ gΛ, m 7 =
«GΦ,

Σ 9-β^ a n ( l ^s+> -^Γ be the corresponding Lie subgroups in G respectively.
βe;Φs

71

Then, if ίG W , we can express
(1.1)

Vs = M+s-is-'-o = s-'MT-o ,

and moreover the map
(exp
is biholomorphic. Therefore the complex submanifold Vs is a complex w(ί)-cell
for ίG PF1, which is called a generalized Schubert cell.
Thus a kahlerian C-space X admits an analytic cell decomposition, and
{Vs}s^w1 is moreo\7er a CFF-complex [5]. Notice further that the submanifold
Vs is locally closed in X both in the sense of Zariski and Hausdorff, and the
closure Vs is a union of Vs and some Schubert cells whose dimensions are properly lower than that of Vs. The same letter Vs denoting also the cycle which
the Schubert variety Vs carries, the set {Vs}s^wi forms a basis of the integral
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homology group of X (V.tΞH^X,
Z)).
Our aim is to determine the intersection matrix with respect to this basis.
2. Reduction of Theorem I to Theorem I'; dual cells
Recall that we put Vβ=Ms'1 o for s(=W. Then Vs=Vt if and only if
s e Wj, and by the results in §1 we have dimc Vs<,n(s) for s^W, the equality
holding if and only if ίG W1. Under this notation, we have
dimc Fs+dinie Vsκ = n

for

s(ΞW

where n=dimcX and K is the element introduced in §1 (Takeuchi [5]).
see as in the case of Vs that if ίG W1
(2.1)

We

Vsκ

Theorem I in the introduction can now be stated as:
Theorem I. Let {Vs}sξ=wi be the set of the generalized Schubert cycles on a
kdhlerian C-space. Then we have VS VSK=\ and Vs Vt=0for any t^W1 such
that n(t)=n—n(s) and Vt^Vs.
This theorem can be paraphrased by means of "dual" cells *VS as follows
(cf. Takeuchi [5]). Put m" = 2 Q_a whose Lie subgroup is denoted by M~;
put nj*=

2]

9-β whose Lie subgroup is denoted by Nr\ and finally put

βes-%nΔ

(the Λf "-orbit of s'^o^X).
of ΛG W> we see that if ίG W1,
^VS=MS-1Ό

Then from (2.1) and the definition

*V. = Nrs-1-o = κV9lt.

(2.2)

Therefore we have dimc Vs+dimc*Vs=\Ψ\=n>
dimc *Vs=n—n(s) and s^ o
^VSΠ *VS for ίG W\ Moreover we know that if *Vtd*Vs-*Vs
for s, ίG W\
then n(t)>n(s) by the same reason as for Vs. On the other hand, a dual Schubert
cycle *VS is homologous to the Schubert cycle Vsκ. In fact, this follows from
(2.2) since tc is homotopic to the identity because of the connectedness of G.
Hence Theorem I is reduced to
Theorem I'. For Schubert varieties Vs and *VS, we have
i) P, Π * P , = {S~ O} for s^W1 and they mutually intersect transversally,
ϋ) Fsf)*Vt = φfor S ttΞW1
such that n(s)=n(t) and sΦt.
1Λ

Theorem Γ, i) was proved by Takeuchi [5] through the BorelWeil imbedding. Here we shall prove i) in another way, together with ii).
REMARK.
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3. Proof of Theorem I'
L e m m a 1 (Kostant [4], Lemma 6.2).

Let n be a nilpotent Lie algebra.

Assume n=^n1-\-x\.2 is a linear direct sum where rtj and rt2 are Lie subalgebras. Let
N be a simply connected Lie group corresponding to n, and Niy i— 1,2, the subgroups
corresponding to nit z = l , 2. Then the map

φ : NxxN2^{nλ, n2)
is a bisection.
In case of complex Lie algebras the above map clearly becomes biholomorphic.
Now let n~= Σfl-* a n d N~ the corresponding Lie subgroup. Put V2S=
s"1 N~ o. Then 71,s is a complex «-cell which is biholomorphic both to N~ and
to π~.
Lemma 2. Let s^W1 and let M%-i, N^~ be the nilpotent Lie groups defined in §§1,2. For the complex cell Jls defined abovey we have
ms = M+-ι-Nrs-1-o
and the map

Mί-iχiVs~e(/«,w) vw* mns^ o^Tls
is biholomorphic.

Proof. Write ΐJΊs=s~1N~' Ό=(S~ N~S)S~
O. The Lie algebra corresponding to the nilpotnet group s~*N~s has the form
1

1

On the other hand, recall the Lie algebras of M+8-i and iVs~ are expressed as
+

m *-i=

Σ

β-β

βe-Φ,-i

Σ

9-v

Now we see
- φ , - i = -(s-'A^ Π Δ+) = s~'A+ Π Δ_ = s~'Ψ Π Δ_
since s&W1.

Therefore we have a linear direct sum
Ad J - 1 (n") = m ί - i + n r .

Lemma 2 follows then from Lemma 1. q.e.d.
Recall (1.1), (2.2) for a Schubert cell Vs and its dual *VS: we have
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1

if ί E W .

Therefore from Lemma 2 we see:

REMARK. A cell 37, is imbedded in X as a direct product VSX*VS with
1
its origin Vs Π *Vs={s'
o} if ίG W\
1

Lemma 3. Let s, t^W .
Assume n(s)^n(t) for the indices of s, t.
Vs Π *Vt^φ for the Schubert cells, then we have s—t.

If

Proof. Let p^VsΓ\*Vt
and consider the M"ϊ-i-orbit of p. Then
M+t-i p(zVs since M%-i<zM and p<=Vs. Here we see Vs=M p = M+8-i p>
and let Hp={m^M; m p=p} be the isotropy subgroup of M at p. From the
argument in § 1, we have then a linear direct sum

On other hand, we have also a linear direct sum
m = mt - i + ^
In fact, since p^*Vt, the group M\-\ acts effectively on the space M+e-i p because of the definition of # Vt and Lemma 2. Therefore we have M+t-i Π Hp— {1}»
which shows the above formula since dimc m +t-ι=n(t)^n(s)=dimc
m+t-i by the
assumption. Using Lemma \, we have Vs=M%-\ p from the above two linear
direct sums. Therefore Γ ^ o ε J l ί . Now37 ί =Γ 1 *F r β where έ?G H71 is the unit
element. Thus s~x*o^Jlt implies is~ι-o<^ *Ve. Therefore ts~1^W1 because
of the M"-orbit decomposition. Hence s=t since s, ίG W1 and s^ Wx t, which
proves the lemma.
Proof of Theorem I'
For i) we shall show Vs Π *Vs={s-^o} if ίG W\ We get Vs (Ί * Γ , = {ί"1 o}
by Remark to Lemma 2. Let F / c F s - F s , * J > > c * F s - * F s . Then Λ ( J ' ) <
n(s)<n{s"). Hence F s /ΓΊ # F 5 =φ, *Γ 5 //Π^,=Φ from Lemma 3. The transversal intersection property being clear, these prove Theorem Γ, i). For ii) we
shall show *VsΠ*Vt=φ
for s, t^W1 such that sj=t and n(s)=n(t). Assume
VsΠ*VtΦφ.
Then there exist s'.t'^W1
such that F > c F 5 , * Γ ί / C * Γ ί and
/
F s / Π * ^ Φ φ . Notice /z(ί )<w(ί)=^n(ί)<n(ί/) from the inclusion relations. It
follows from Lemma 3 that s' = t'9 which gives n(/) = n(s) and n(t) = n(tf).
Since the boundary of a Schubert cell consists of strictly lower-dimensional
Schubert cells we have s'=s, tf=t and hence s=t9 which proves Theorem Γ, ii).
Thus we have completed the proof of Theorem Γ, hence Theorem I.
4.

The case of Tits' real /2-sρaces

In this section, we point out that an analogue to Theorem I holds for some
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kind of real algebraic homogeneous spaces (Tits' real i?-spaces in the terminology
of [5]) which are real point sets of kahlerian C-spaces. Henceforth we use the
notations in Takeuchi [5], Chapt. I, §4-§6, and so they are slightly different from
the ones which appeared previously. For the details of Tits' real i?-spaces, we
refer also to the above paper.
Let G be a reductive irreducible real algebraic linear group, whose complexification G is a reductive connected complex algebraic linear group. An
algebraic subgroup U of G is called parabolic when its complexification 0 is
parabolic in G. For such Uy the real algebraic homogeneous space X=GjU
is called a Tits' real Rspace. Now, suppose a Tits' real jR-space X=G/U be
given. Then its complexification, the kahlerian C-space X=GjU can be Gequivariantly imbedded in a complex projective space PN(C) so that the injection
%->PN(C) is defined over the field of real numbers R. Here, the Tits' real
i?-space X is the set of Λ-rational points in X\ this means that with respect to the
real projective space PN{R) naturally inbedded in PN(C), we may regard X=X
Π PN(R).
A Tits' real R-space X admits a cell decomposition compatible with
the kahlerian C-space X. In more detail, W being the Weyl group of G, there
exists a subset W1 of W similar to the complex case, which gives rise to a cell
decomposition
=

U Ms1-o=
1

U

V
1

s

,

where M is the real form (Λ-rational point set) of a suitable maximal unipotent
algebraic subgroup M of G. Here Vs is homeomorphic to Rncs^ and there
exists a (complex) Schubert cell Vσ (M-orbit) of the complexification X such
that Vs is the set of /^-rational points of Ϋσ. Moreover the above cell decomposition gives a minimal cell decomposition modulo 2 of X. Let κ^W be
the unique involutive element which transforms all the (real) positive roots to
the negative roots. Then we can define the correspondence of the real Schubert
cycles Vs vw-> Fsκwhere dimΛ Vs-\ άivs\R VSκ=ά\mRX and Vs is the closure of
Vs in X. We can now state a generalization of Takeuchi's theorem [5, Chapt,
I, Th. 18]:
Theorem II. For (real) Schubert cycles {Vs}s^w^ of a Tits* real R-space X,
the correspondence Vs vW-> Vsκ gives the Poincare duality modulo 2 of X.
REMARK. Th. 18 in [5] is for real symmetric i?-spaces (of Nagano type),
which also generalizes Ehresmann [2].

Proof. We can define a dual cell *VS for Vs similar to the complex case.
Moreover we recall that there exists a (complex) Schubert cell Vσ, and a dual
cell * 7 σ in X such that a real Schubert cell Vs (resp. *VS) is the set of Λ-rational
points of Vσ (resp. *Vσ). We call Vσ (resp. *Vσ) a complexification of Vs (resp.
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Let Vsf)*VtΦφ
and n(s)=n(t). Let Ϋv7 *Vr be the complexifications of
V» *Vu and assume σfτ^Wι
(the canonically defined subset of the Weyl group
of Gy denoted previously by W1). Then n(σ)=n(τ) and Vσ.(Ί*Vτ=f=Φ, where
ΫσJ * F T are the closures in X. Therefore σ=τ from Theorem I', which gives
Vs= Vtf i.e. s=t if sy t<= W\ It follows from Theorem Γ that Vs Π * F , = {j"1 o}
and they intersect transversally since F s n*I^ s Cp σ n*'P ? ' ( r .
is proved.

Thus Theorem II

OSAKA UNΠΈRSITY
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